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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are the Office 365 ProPlus administrator for your company.
Each user is assigned an E3 license. All client computers are
on a local area network. Users do not have administrative
privileges on their client computers.
You are configuring a network-based installation of the most
recent version of Office for all client computers.
You need to ensure that the installation process does not
display any dialog boxes or require user input.
Which option should you specify in the Configuration. xml file?
A. &lt; Display Level="None" AcceptEULA="TRUE" /&gt;
B. &lt; Display Level="Full" AcceptEULA="TRUE" /&gt;
C. &lt; Display Level="Silent" AcceptEULA="TRUE" /&gt;
D. &lt; Display Level="Minimal" AcceptEULA="TRUE" /&gt;
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc179195(v=office.15
).aspx#ElementDisplay

NEW QUESTION: 2
Containers can be implemented without the use of VMs at all and
run directly on hardware.
A. False
B. True
Answer: B
Explanation:
Multiple containers can run on the same virtual machine or be
implemented without the use of VMs at all and run directly on
hardware. The container provides code running inside a
restricted environment with only access to the processes and
capabilities defined in the container configuration. This
allows containers to launch incredibly rapidly. since they
don't need to boot an operating system or launch many(sometimes
any) new services; the container only needs access to
already-running services in the host 0S and some can launch in
milliseconds.
Reference: CSA Security Guidelines V.4(reproduced here for the
educational purpose)

NEW QUESTION: 3

DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Example:
The following command is actually a series of commands
(delimited by semi-colons) that change the values of the
properties in the $p variable.
Windows PowerShell
PS C:\&gt; $p.siteMode = "Basic"; $p.sku = "Basic";
$p.computeMode = "Dedicated";
$p.serverFarm = "Default2"
The next command uses the Set-AzureResource cmdlet to change
the change the properties of the ContosoLabWeb2 web site. The
value of the PropertyObject parameter is the $p variable that
contains the Properties object and the new values. The command
saves the output (the updated resource) in the $r2 variable.
Windows PowerShell
PS C:\&gt; $r2 = Set-AzureResource -Name ContosoLabWeb2
-ResourceGroupName
ContosoLabsRG -ResourceType "Microsoft.Web/sites" -ApiVersion
2004-04-01 PropertyObject $p
References:

NEW QUESTION: 4
The FI installation when done through FDM which will take care
of the DB installation as well
A. Yes, Always
B. Yes, If initiated
C. No
D. Never
Answer: B
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